The Archaeology of Anglo-Saxon England        Class 10       30th November

STATUS AND ETHNICITY: THE LIMITS OF ARCHAEOLOGY


1.   STATUS

Status and rank - what is the difference?

Status may be achieved or inherited.                       OHP Broadstairs

Status confers power – this must be emphasised – eg – kingship needs constant
 Reinforcement.

How do we mark it?

  "      "    "   detect it in the archaeological record?

1.   Burials

2.   Buildings/elite sites  size, complexity, associated finds

What do they imply?

1.   Hierarchical society

2.   Surplus wealth

BUT does display of wealth necessarily imply high rank?

Examples (1):   Sutton Hoo, Prittlewell                OHP's S. Hoo, Prittlewell                

                       Taplow, Broomfield, Snape - barrows     OHP Snape, Appledown

                       Rich burials (number, nature, materials,
                         labour input, imports)                                            OHP buckets

                       Position (Christian)                             OHP Canterbury

Does burial reflect ("mirror") or construct status? 

              (2)    Yeavering, Cheddar                         OHP's Yeavermg, Cheddar

                       Defended thegnly sites                   OHP's Goltho, Springfield, Sulgrave

                       Site with special function                OHP Wicken Bonhumt
 
                       Sites with evidence of literacy           OHP Flixborough

                      Status within site

So how useful is archaeology?  may over-estimate importance (remains often substantial, provokes public and academic interest)
                     

2.   ETHNICITY

Definition - real (where born, brought up, who parents were) or conceptual (acquired or manufactured - often for political reasons)

Archaeological markers - art styles (jewellery, pottery, sculpture - ie - culture)

                                    - buildings and layout

                                    - agricultural practices

Extent of immigration - i.  Anglo- Saxons

                                   ii. Vikings

Evidence - metalwork, jewelley (Angles, Saxons, Jutes, Franks, Scandinavians)
                    but how far are – eg – brooch types markers of inherited ethnicity,
                    or deliberately adopted on the formation of kingdoms?
                           OHP's Northumbrian sculpture, Viking metalwork, Urnes style
               - pottery

               - building types      

-	burials – was cremation an Anglo-Saxon rite? By end of R/B period
cremation no longer practised.   Mortuary structures common in
Holland, Saxony and N. Germany                  OHP mortuary structure


DNA   (from Stephen Oppenheimer: "Origins of the British" and article in "Prospect").

75% British (66% English) ancestors arrived after last Ice Age, 15,00-7,500 BP, before division from Continent (Mesolithic).   Genetic make-up most similar to Basque country (a climatic “refuge” from the Ice Age).   No subsequent immigration has produced more than 10% of modern gene pool.

Migration from Angeln and Saxony represents 5% of modern male gene pool, though higher (up to 15%) in parts of Norfolk and Fens - so 95% of indigenous gene pool survived.   In sparsely populated areas incomers’ genes would be more prominent.   (Most intrusive male genes - Y-chromosome - from N/W Europe entered during Neolithic).
Female (mitochondrial) DNA almost completely lacks characteristics of Anglo-Saxon homelands (discounting ideas of "ethnic cleansing" by massacre and sexual apartheid).   

Some genetic differences between Saxon and Anglian areas: was it mainly an Anglian invasion?

Language

Did southern English speak not Celtic, but a Germanic language like the Belgae?
Oppenheimer concludes that there were major Scandinavian incursions into N and E Britain in the Neolithic and Bronze Age.   Early Anglian dialects (such as in "Beowulf") owe more of their vocabulary to Scandinavian languages ("Beowulf" set in Scandinavia, and note Sutton Hoo). 

Did language give rise to concepts of Celtic and Anglo-Saxon ethnicity?.

Bede and Gildas have opposing views on the British and the Anglo-Saxons – but were both constructs?

Romano/Celtic view is of Saxons – “Sassenachs”
Romano/Germanic “   “    Angles – Angleterre, Englisch

Was there a Catuvellaunian/Trinovantian kingdom? (this might account for the lack of cremation cemeteries in Essex.   OHP Catuvellaunian/Trinovantian kingdom            

